
Match report 

Brunswick vs. Saint Damians 

Captain: Ewan Baulch (18) 

Ewan led the Dragons onto St Damians home ground in showery conditions and the 

Dragon’s went straight to work, putting on an impressive and fast paced first quarter. 

Marcus Pafralis’ opening goal followed good team work.  George Kelly followed up with an 

excellent second goal.  St Damians almost matched the Dragons in an energetic first quarter, 

but that energy was not reflected for them on the scoreboard. 

In the second quarter good work by the Dragons defenders held St Damians at bay.  Otis 

was very active on the wing and saved one goal by some dexterous ball handling.  George 

Kelly was a stabilising resource for the Dragons across the ground and helped by adding to 

the Dragons’ score.   

Notwithstanding the difference in the scores, the teams were relatively evenly matched 

until the third quarter.  St Damians came out firing and dominated the first part of the third 

quarter with an impressive display of teamwork.  To their credit the Dragons stabilised in 

the last half of the third quarter. 

After key directions were provided to the team at three quarter time they consolidated their 

position further by playing a co-ordinated and energetic game marked by consistent 

teamwork across the board.  The Dragons’ comeback answered in full St Damian’s efforts of 

the previous quarter.  Impressive tackling by Bryce, Tom and Henry helped steady the 

recovery by the Dragons and saw a run on goals within minutes of the start of the final term. 

The approach taken in tackling and winning the ball by the whole team was reflected in the 

final score, and it reflected a superb team effort throughout the match but particularly in 

the final quarter. Ty’s best and fairest was well deserved and one of several stand out games 

by Dragons’ players but it was a team-wide effort. In the end the final score was St Damians 

5.2.32 and Brunswick 12.6.78.  

by Mick and Ned Carrick 


